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KREG KMA3232 SHELF PIN JIG - 32MM SPACING (LINE DRILLING)

€43,99 (excl. VAT)

Add perfectly placed line drillings to your projects with the Kreg Shelf Pin Jig. The hardened steel drill
guides ensure precision for flat, non-rolling shelves. The template comes with a 5mm brad-point drill bit.

The drill guides are centred at a standard distance of 32 mm and are guaranteed for life. Whether you are
adding shelves to existing furniture or building completely new ones, making the line drillings is easy. Use
the guide to align the template with the edge of your workpiece for straight, accurate rows. Quickly drill
six holes in one go - or attach a second Shelf Pin Jig to drill longer rows of holes with the same consistent

spacing. The holes are drilled 37 mm from the edge.

SKU: KRE-KMA3232-INT
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Add perfectly placed line drillings to your projects with the Kreg Shelf Pin Jig. The hardened steel drill guides
ensure precision for flat, non-rolling shelves. The template comes with a 5mm brad-point drill bit. The drill

guides are centred at a standard distance of 32 mm and are guaranteed for life.

Whether you are adding shelves to existing furniture or building completely new ones, making the line drillings
is easy. Use the guide to align the template with the edge of your workpiece for straight, accurate rows. Quickly

drill six holes in one go - or attach a second Shelf Pin Jig to drill longer rows of holes with the same consistent
spacing.
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The jig also has convenient functions for installing concealed cabinet hinges and drawer slides in frameless
cabinets. Cast alignment marks and an indicator window help to align the mounting screws for hinge plates -

set to the standard distance for a 32 mm cabinet system - which also helps to locate the front hole for the
installation of a drawer guide. The holes are drilled 37 mm from the edge.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Drilling jig for line drilling
6 holes, 32mm apart
37 mm from the edge

Ø 5mm
Includes drill with depth stopper

Index pin for easy adding of line drillings
Ability to link multiple jigs together

DESCRIPTION

Add perfectly placed line drillings to your projects with the Kreg Shelf Pin Jig. The hardened steel drill guides
ensure precision for flat, non-rolling shelves. The template comes with a 5mm brad-point drill bit. The drill
guides are centred at a standard distance of 32 mm and are guaranteed for life. Whether you are adding

shelves to existing furniture or building completely new ones, making the line drillings is easy. Use the guide to
align the template with the edge of your workpiece for straight, accurate rows. Quickly drill six holes in one go -
or attach a second Shelf Pin Jig to drill longer rows of holes with the same consistent spacing. The jig also has

convenient functions for installing concealed cabinet hinges and drawer slides in frameless cabinets. Cast
alignment marks and an indicator window help to align the mounting screws for hinge plates - set to the

standard distance for a 32 mm cabinet system - which also helps to locate the front hole for the installation of a
drawer guide. The holes are drilled 37 mm from the edge.
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